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 Away on the ocean a quiet and undisturbed island 
woke up to an orange sunrise. The mountain peak glowed like a matchstick 
at night as the sun bounced its rays off the cone shaped top. A morning 
mist rose up and drifted away in the sunlight, revealing a green and lush 
plantation of trees and pastures. This is Ruggerland. 
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Under one of the trees, a creature stirred, then settled again. The tree towered 
over the fi gure below, casting a long morning shadow for what appeared to 
be hundreds of metres. This very rare and odd-looking plant was a Footy 
Fruit tree. It was odd because the tree looked like it was two palm trees that 
had been joined in the middle by a straight log, giving it the shape of a huge 
capital ‘H’. At the top of this Footy Fruit tree there gathered bunches of fruit, 
much like coconuts on top of a palm tree, although these were not round 
fruits - they were oval.

The creature stirred again and as light pierced the leaves of the tree one could 
make out a yellow creature, with long tangled hair and big clomping feet.
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“Yaaaaaaahhhhhh,” the creature yawned as it stretched its arms toward 
the sky.

“Hau hau hau hau hau,” it bellowed, as it threw its legs up and down to 
warm them up. Then before it could go any further with its awakening ritual, 
a big Footy Fruit fell from the top of the tree and bonked the creature on 
its head with a “THUD”!

“Now that’s gotta hurt,” the creature muttered as it stood rubbing its 
head.
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This was a Rugger creature. He was one of the many Ruggerbees that 
lived on this island and it was going to take more that a Footy Fruit landing 
on his head to spoil his day!

“Just what I wanted for breakfast. A nice big ripe Footy Fruit”.

Rugger loved the fruit. He was just about to rip into the thick skin of the 
fruit when he glanced up quickly. His eyes suddenly widened with fright 
and his breath got quicker. Then suddenly, he was off; running away fast 
with the footy fruit tucked fi rmly under one arm.
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It was a Wogglewoggle that had scared Rugger and onward it came, 
bouncing with a lot of speed toward Rugger and the fresh, half opened 
Footy Fruit.

As the Wogglewoggle chased towards him, its tongue fl apped from side 
to side, spraying drool and spit all around. Its legs were so small one could 
understand why it bounced. This dog like creature sure could move fast 
and it was gaining on the quick and elusive Rugger!

Rugger raced in and out of trees and bushes. He weaved, he ducked, he 
dived, but he couldn’t shake off the chasing slobbering Wogglewoggle. If 
only he could make the clearing ahead he would be safe.
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“Bounce bounce bounce,” Rugger could hear the Wogglewoggle right 
behind him. He had to make the clearing and quickly.

He burst through the last line of trees, but he wasn’t going to stop there 
to see if he was safe. He continued to run, weaving, side-stepping and 
diving. He fl ew across the grass and he fl ew past a gathering of other 
Ruggerbees who were just awakening to this new day on Ruggerland.
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“Hey look!” one of the Ruggerbees squealed. “It’s Rugger and it looks like 
he is playing a new game.”

“Let’s play too!” they all chanted together. “Let’s play too!” Then they gave 
chase to the running Rugger.

Rugger hadn’t realised that the Wogglewoggle had given up way back at 
the edge of the clearing, but he could hear something behind him, so he 
kept on running!
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“This is a great way to spend the 
morning,” puffed William, who looked 
like a typical Ruggerbee but he wore a 
form of headgear. “I guess in this new 
game we have to try and get the Footy 
Fruit off him.”

“Let’s get him,” shouted Webb, who was struggling to keep up with the 
smiling pack of yellow Ruggerbees.
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Rugger still heard the commotion behind him but then recognised some 
familiar voices, so he stopped weaving and running and came to a sudden 
halt to face his chasers.

“Oh, it’s you lot,” he sighed with relief. “I thought you were all a .......”

“Wham!” Before he could fi nish explaining himself, they all piled on top of 
him with a wallop!
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“What a cool game,” called one Ruggerbee.

“We got you Rugger,” called another.

“It’s a bomb of a game,” laughed yet another of the chasers.

Rugger dragged himself from under the pile of giggling Ruggerbees and 
brushed himself down.

“Game... a game...they think it’s a game,” Rugger began to think quickly.
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Everyone thought what they had just done was a neat game, so before too 
long Rugger had all the Ruggerbees in positions and a brand new Footy 
Fruit in the middle of the grassy strip. Rugger had come up with some 
rules and picked two even sides to play each other.

The rest is history, as they say! The game became the national game 
for Ruggerland and each day on Ruggerland you can see two groups of 
Ruggerbees chasing one another, tackling, passing and kicking.

They decided to call the game Rugby. Named after the original runner of 
the Footy Fruit, Rugger the little Ruggerbee. Well, it was either that or the 
game of Wogglewoggle!

THE END
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It was a frosty Saturday morning in 
Ruggerland and the mist had just lifted 
from the valley to expose a group of young Ruggerbees playing a game 
of rugby.

Their laughter bounced along the hills as they kicked and passed a ball 
amongst each other.
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As with most rugby activities in Ruggerland, Rugger, William, Webb and 
Alice were there. They were ducking, diving, jumping and running around 
with all the other Ruggerbees.

“This is a great way to spend a Saturday morning,” Webb puffed as he 
threw the ball to Rugger.

“It’s a great way to spend every morning,” Alice replied as she grappled 
the ball off Rugger.
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But then trembling and rumbling sounds broke the peace and quiet. It 
sounded like a stampede of horses, moving and shaking the ground. All 
the Ruggerbees stopped, listened and wondered where the noise could 
be coming from.

Suddenly, bursting out from the dark forest’s edge, there came running 
twenty massive creatures: men from the mountains of Mooloo. Their green 
skin glistened in the light, and their muscles bulged from head to toe.
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The fi gures swiftly approached the startled group and they skidded to a 
sudden halt right next to where the little Ruggerbees had gathered. 

A shadow fell over Webb from what seemed to be the leader of the foe. 

He leant over and growled,

“We are the Mountain Men of Mooloo and we want to give you a game.
Rugby’s what we like to play, in the sun, the wind or rain.
We have never, ever been beaten and we can and will be feared.
That’s if you are not frightened, terrifi ed or just really really scared.”
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“S-s-s-scared,” trembled Webb. 
“W-we are not scared of you. 
Maybe your poetry is a bit scary, 
but you? Certainly not!”

“Then let the game of rugby 
begin,” the leader bellowed. 
Then he turned and whispered 
to his men, “We will beat 
these Ruggerbees in a game 
of rugby before lunch and 
then we may just have 
something yellow ... for 
lunch!” 

The other Mountain 
Men guffawed out loud 
with a collective roar, 
licking their lips. The 
Ruggerbees began 
to back away for a 
much-needed team 
talk.
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“Are you all crazy?” William squealed. “We are no match for these Mountain 
Men. Let’s invite them for a nice cuppa tea or something. Anything but a 
game of rugby.” 

“Rugby is the game we play,” Rugger interrupted.

“We can beat these guys. We can do it together. And remember, any challenge 
from the Men of Mooloo means we are playing for the Glup Glup Cup.”
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The ball was kicked high into the air to start the game. Rugger was  
quickly under it and caught it in two hands. He ran to his left and then the 
right to look for support but everyone was hiding. No one wanted to get 
caught by these big green creatures.
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Rugger was monstered to the ground by a Mooloo Man called Wedge, 
and his head was pushed in the dirt. He noticed as he got up that he had 
lost his rugby jersey. It had been torn right off his little back and left in a 
shredded pile. His hair was all ruffl ed, his face was covered in mud and as 

he rushed to get redressed he could see 
the Mooloo Men score.

By the time he got back on the fi eld 
they had scored three more.

“What are you all doing?” 
Rugger asked as he ran back. 
“We can beat these Mountain 
Men, but to do it we can’t be 
scared or afraid. If they have 
the ball let’s tackle in twos 
and knock them over quickly. 
Let’s beat them with speed and 
skills.”
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That talk stung the Ruggerbees into action. They played with a lot more 
vigour and freedom. They tackled around the legs and ploughed forward 
like a bulldozer. The Ruggerbees were everywhere, clambering to topple 
big men, hanging on in threes and fours and wrestling in groups of fi ve.

On attack, they went between Mooloo legs and around their 
mountainous frames. Soon these great runs became great tries 
and they were back in the game.
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Before long the score was 24-19, 
but time was almost up. The 
Ruggerbees needed a try to win the 
match and the spoils of the contest, the great Glup Glup Cup.

Alice snatched the ball off a Mooloo Man and fl icked it straight onto Webb. 
He ran around four grasping creatures and tossed it over his head. Rugger 
scooped the ball up off the ground and set up a rolling maul.

All the Ruggerbees piled in and drove the mass of players toward the 
tryline. Rugger broke from the maul and dived to score a try to make it 
24-all.
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The kick was to come and if Rugger could convert the try then the 
Ruggerbees would win the match. He placed the ball carefully on the 
tee.

Slowly but surely Rugger stepped back, took aim and began his approach 
to kick the ball. He hit it hard, true and straight, and over it went.
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“Whizzer!” yelled the Ruggerbees as they all celebrated with hugs, 
handshakes and big cheers. The Mountain Men collapsed to the ground 
in disbelief, with some sobbing great big tears. The Ruggerbees lined up 
to shake hands with the beaten Mountain Men of Mooloo.

After sharing food and drinks at the after-match function, held at Buck’s 
Bay Beach, there was only one more thing to do: Rugger had to make a 
captain’s speech.
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“Rugby’s a game for everyone, not just for those who are tall.

You don’t have to be real mean, you can be yellow and small.”

He lifted the Glup Glup Cup high into the air and turned to his fellow 
Ruggerbee players.

“Whizzer”, everyone yelled again.

THE END
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Rugger stood outside Mrs Anderson’s 
Shoe Shop and stared through the 
big glass window. He didn’t know 
how long he had been there, but 
the display that he was looking at 
so intently was a real eye-catcher, 
and right in the middle was the most 
beautiful thing he had ever seen.

Rugby season was beginning soon 
and the window display was full of 
rugby memorabilia. There were balls, 
posters and trophies, and old photos 
from great Ruggerland teams. Right 
in the middle of the display was a 
brand new pair of rugby boots. This 
is what the Ruggerbee had been 
staring at for so long. They were the 
new All Blacks Journey All-Stars and 
they were the hottest boots around. 
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Rugger slowly moved away from the  
display and walked into the store.

“Good morning little Ruggerbee,” said a soft voice from behind the  counter. 
“Is there anything I can help you with?”

It was Mrs Anderson, the storeowner. She was a little lady by Ruggerbee 
standards. She wore small glasses, which she tended to peer over rather 
than look through, and she was always in an old blue fl owery dress.
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“Good morning to you,” Rugger replied in a quiet 
voice. “I was wondering how much the boots in the window were?”

“Oh yes,” Mrs Anderson said as she came from behind the counter. 
“The ABJAs are a very popular rugby boot at the moment. They are not 
cheap, my dear little friend. They are $248.”

Rugger bowed his head, trying to hide his disappointment at the cost of 
the boots. He knew that was too expensive for him.
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He thanked Mrs Anderson for her time and proceeded to walk back home, 
thinking all the way about what he could do to save up for those magnifi cent 
rugby boots.

It was March - he had just had his birthday and Christmas was a long way 
off.

“Mum!” he called out as he walked in the door.

“I’m in the lounge,” Rugger’s Mum called back.

“Can I have a pay rise?” he said as he walked into the lounge.

His Mother was sitting in her favourite chair, folding what looked like every 
single item of Rugger’s clothes.
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“I wouldn’t mind one either,” his Mother replied as she gazed over the 
piles of socks, shirts and t-shirts.

“How could you wear all these clothes in one week?”

Rugger sat on the arm of the chair his Mother was sitting on and proceeded 
to explain why he thought he needed a raise.

“I mow the lawns, I put out the rubbish, I help with the dishes and I... I...I...”

“What is it you need Rugger,” his Mother said, as if she had read his 
mind.
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“My rugby boots are in 
need,” Rugger replied.

“You got some new ones last year,” his Mother added. “Sounds like you 
WANT some new boots. There is a difference between wanting some new 
boots and NEEDING some new ones.”

Rugger snuggled a little closer to his Mother.

“Please can I have a pay rise?”

“How much of a rise do you NEED?” his Mother returned with another 
question.
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This took Rugger by surprise, as he hadn’t quite worked that out yet. He 
scrambled for the fi gures in his head, trying to work out how much he 
needed so he could have the new boots in a couple of weeks.

Rugger sheepishly looked at his Mum and whispered out the side of his 
mouth, “$100 a week.”

His Mother’s eyes widened until they looked like saucers and her mouth 
dropped like a fi sh gulping for air. “$100! Oh Rugger, I think that might 
be out of the question. What on earth do 
you want that much for?”

“Mum, the rugby season is about 
to start and I would love to get 
the new All Blacks Journey All- 
Stars,” Rugger squeaked with 
disappointment.

“I think you need to forget about 
those boots,” his Mother said. 
“They are just too expensive.”
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Rugger trudged off believing that the best thing to do was to forget about 
the boots altogether, so he went to his room and picked up a magazine to 
take his mind off the ABJAs.

He lay on his bed and fl icked through the magazine. The magazine opened 
to a page of advertisements. It read, “When I kick goals for the All Blacks, 
I kick goals with All Blacks Journey All-Stars.”
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He dropped the magazine and went down to the lounge again, sat in his 
chair and turned on the TV with the remote. “The All Blacks Journey All-
Star rugby boots made me the player I am today. Everything is possible,” 
a big rugby player endorsed to the camera. The advertisement fi nished 
with an upbeat song and the boots’ logo on the screen.

Rugger quickly turned the TV off, got up and went for a walk outside.
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Alice was going past 
his house on a scooter. 
“Hey Rugger!”

“Hey Alice,” Rugger replied. 
“What’s up?”

“I am off to the Mall to enter the lip-synching competition. Do you want to 
come?”

“Sure,” Rugger replied. “I need to take my mind off some things.”

Rugger and Alice arrived at the shopping centre and a large crowd had 
formed down the northern end of the Mall. Rugger could here music blaring 
from the large speakers that surrounded the group. Then they all clapped 
and an announcer was calling out for more volunteers.
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“Ladies and gentlemen, boys and girls, don’t be shy. Come on up. Here is 
your chance to win some great prizes. All you have to do is lip-synch to 
your favourite singer or band to be in to win.”

Rugger turned to Alice. “You’d have to be 
pretty desperate to get up there in front of 

all those people and act the fool.”

“Yeah, I know,” Alice replied. “But it 
is fun to watch.”

The announcer roared into life again. 
“Come on folks, get up here and 
you to could walk off with a brand 
new pair of All Blacks Journey All-
Stars.”
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Alice turned to where she believed Rugger had been, but found an empty 
space. She scanned around the rest of the crowd thinking he had moved 
closer to the front of the stage. Then she saw something that she didn’t 
quite believe. She rubbed her eyes and then squinted. A little yellow fi gure 
was climbing the stairs of the stage, and the crowd was cheering. This little 
Ruggerbee walked up to the announcer, they exchanged 
words and then the announcer declared, “Ladies and 

gentlemen, boys and girls. Give 
a big hand to Rugger, who is 
going to lip-synch Jacobee 
Johnsonbee and his hit, Bubble 

Feet.
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The music started, the crowd cheered some more. Alice  
could only stand there, with her mouth open and her hands 
over her eyes.

Rugger started to fl ip and fl ap his arms around. His legs fl oated across the 
stage, his waist twisted to the beat of the music and he moved his mouth 
to the song.
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“When you move like I do rhythm don’t mean nothing
You have to go with the fl ow you don’t stop.
I move like a jellyfi sh rhythm is nothing
I’ll go with the fl ow I won’t stop... Mmmmm.
Bubble feet. Bubble feet.”

The crowd jumped to the beat, waving their 
hands above their heads as Rugger pumped 
both his arms in the air for the crowd 
to copy him.

The music stopped 
and the Mall 
crowd was 
yelling 
hysterically. 
“More, more, 
more!”
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“I think we have 
a winner,” the 
announcer tried to 
yell above the noise. 
“Put your hands 
together for Rugger 
the singing and 
dancing Ruggerbee.”

He then passed a 
big box to Rugger, who 
waved to the adoring 
crowd and made his way 
back to Alice.

She was still in the same 
spot, her eyes covered and mouth open.

As they both exited the Mall, Rugger ripped open the wrapping on the 
box, peered inside and shouted, “Whizzzzzzer! New ABJAs.”

Alice tried to say something, but nothing came out. She was still stunned 
that her friend had not only entered a lip-synching competition, but had 
won it as well.
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They both walked back toward Rugger’s house. Rugger was smiling, 
hugging his box and Alice was dragging her scooter behind her.

Finally they got to Rugger’s front gate and he looked at Alice with a serious 
face. “This dancing, singing thing, Alice. Let’s keep this adventure to 
ourselves, eh!”

“They wouldn’t believe me anyway,” she replied, fi nally getting some 
meaningful words out of her mouth.

THE END
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Ruggerland School was celebrating its Centennial.

Pupils, parents and past pupils were gathered at 
the school grounds for a celebration rugby match 
between the current Ruggerland school players 
and their Dads.

“Nice shorts!” Rugger said as he ran past his 
Dad during the warm-up session. Rugger’s 

Dad turned and smiled at his son. His 
legs had seen better days and he had 

to admit, his unshapely sticks 
hadn’t been in rugby 
shorts for a number of 
years.
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As the young Ruggerbees warmed up, the Dads sat around talking about 
their past rugby feats.

“I remember the game against the Mooloos in 1966. Now that was a great 
match,” Webb’s Dad reminisced.

“What’s Cyril Brownabee up to these days? He was a great player,” added 
Rugger’s Dad.
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“Not as good as Bobby Scottabee!” another Dad replied.

“Remember the 1955 team that won the Tri Islands?” Webb’s Dad continued. 
“Now that was a team.”

The referee blew his whistle to get both sides onto the fi eld. The Ruggerland 
school team ran onto the fi eld in a line shouting: “Three cheers for the 
Dads - hip ‘ray, hip ‘ray, hip ‘ray.”

The Dads slowly walked out to the middle of the fi eld and responded: 
“Three cheers for the children - hip ‘ray, hip ‘ray, hip ‘ray.”
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Rugger looked 
over to the Dads, 
then back to his 
team. He giggled to 
himself, wondering how  
the Dads were going to compete  
against his young side. He had seen his Dad 
on the backyard at home trying to kick the 
ball and chasing Rugger around. He often 
sliced the ball off the side of his foot into 
the neighbours’ place or ran out of puff 
trying to catch Rugger.
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The referee’s whistle went to start the game. Ruggerland School kicked 
off and all the visitors and pupils cheered and waved their fl ags. Alice’s 
Dad caught the ball and ran towards the Ruggerland team. All the little 
Ruggerbee forwards grabbed and wrestled with Alice’s Dad’s legs, but he 
still kept his balance. He plodded along, dragging grunting and groaning 
Ruggerbees along the ground.

Finally he came to a halt and passed the ball to another Dad, who in turn 
made a long pass to Rugger’s Dad.
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Here was Rugger’s chance to show his Dad a good tackle. He ran up 
towards his Dad to bring him down, but Rugger’s Dad stepped one way, 
then the next and beat Rugger’s oncoming tackle with ease. Rugger’s Dad 
then passed to William’s Dad, who was steaming up on his shoulder. He 
caught the ball, ran through the rest of the Ruggerland School team 
and scored under the posts.
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The other Ruggerbees walked behind the posts for the conversion.

“That was just luck!” William declared, although inside he was pretty 
excited that his Dad had scored the fi rst try.

“Let’s remember that they are bigger than us,” Alice added. “We need to 
make sure of our tackles.”

They ran back to halfway after the successful conversion and kicked off 
again.
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This time Buck’s Dad grabbed the ball. But instead of running at the little 
Ruggerbees, he turned and set up a maul with the other forwards. Slowly 
but surely they moved up the fi eld. The Ruggerland School forwards 
pushed with all their might, but the rolling maul of Dads moved over the 
halfway line, and then over the ten-metre line. The ball was released and 
Rugger’s Dad again had it in his hands.

Rugger didn’t move up so fast this time: instead, he moved up in a line 
with the other Ruggerland School backs.
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Rugger’s Dad kicked the ball high up into the air towards the tryline. Rugger 
and his backline turned quickly to head back to where the ball was going 
to land. But the ball didn’t land in any space or bounce towards any of the 
retreating Ruggerbees. Rugger’s Dad caught the ball that he had kicked 
himself and passed it to Beanie’s Dad, who scored in the corner.

The little Ruggerbees again ran back behind their posts, disgruntled and 
a little confused.
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 Rugger’s Dad 
stepped up to take the 

conversion. Rugger had seen him 
place-kick before and this was a diffi cult kick  

  from the corner. He dug a hole with the back of 
his heel, placed the ball and took four long steps backwards. When 

he got in position, he bent down, picked up a tuft of grass and threw it into 
the air. He watched the grass carefully, while it twisted and turned in the 
breeze until it landed back on the ground. He then moved forward towards 
the ball, almost cat-like in his approach, kicked the ball on the toe of his 
boot and watched it sail between the posts.
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All the little Ruggerbees ran back to kick off, but Rugger stayed under the 
posts with his mouth wide open. He couldn’t believe that his Dad had just 
kicked a conversion from the sidelines. As he joined the others he shook 
his head as if to throw away the thoughts of his Dad’s kick. That kick was 
more than luck.

“Goodness,” thought Rugger. “My Dad can actually play rugby!”
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He hoped that his mind was 
playing tricks on him because he was sure he had seen his Dad run back 
to halfway wiggling his bottom as if he was doing a victory dance.

Again the little Ruggerbees kicked off and again the Dads scored a try. 
This went on throughout the match. There were times when his team did 
get the ball, but the little Ruggerbees were easily tackled and the Dad’s 
always ended up with the ball again.

The fi nal whistle went and the Ruggerland School team lined up to shake 
hands with their Dad’s. They had been well and truly beaten.

“Good game, good game,” they all said as they passed each other and 
shook hands.
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As Rugger and his Dad left the fi eld, Rugger’s muddy face looked up at his 
Dad and said, “What was the score Dad?”

“I think it will go down as a draw,” his Dad replied with a smile.

“How come you Dads were so good?” Rugger asked. “Even ... I mean ... 
you were fantastic!”

Rugger’s Dad stopped, looked down at his son 
and said, “No son, I am not fantastic. You have 

just made my day. You are fantastic!”

Rugger thought for a minute 
that he saw a tear in his 
Dad’s eye, but before he 
could get a closer look, 
his Dad had rubbed mud 
in his hair and he was 
chasing him toward the 
showers.

THE END
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 The Ruggerbees were playing in the fi nals of the Ruggerland School Rugby 
Trophy match. It was the biggest game Rugger had ever played in and all 
the parents, teachers and pupils were on the sidelines to watch.

It had been a close match up to half-time where the score had seesawed 
from one team to the other. It was 21 - 20 to Rugger’s school, Ruggerland 
Primary.

The team they were playing was Westside, a team from the other side of 
Ruggerland Island.
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Rugger gulped down the water at halftime as he tried to catch his breath. 
He was battered and bruised, but in pretty good spirits. “We have a tight 
match in front of us,” he urged his team-mates on. “We must keep our 
hands on the ball and spin it when the opportunities arrive.”

William was eating his fourth piece of orange from the blue ice cream 
container. “I want to get up fast on their centre as he is big and strong. 
If I can do that, I might be able to stop him making all those breaks,” he 
mumbled between mouthfuls.
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“Good work team,” Coach Caulifl ower added.

“We need to work the blind-side more. Alice, have a look fi rst, but if it’s 
on, go the short side. Webb, keep toiling in the tight and secure that ball. 
Right, let’s get going.”

They all formed a circle and put their hands into the middle so they were 
on top of each other’s.

“Ruggerland Primary,” they all shouted. “Break!”
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The whistle went to start the second half. Rugger took the kick and fed it 
to Webb who took it up to the opposition. He charged with all his might 
and when he couldn’t go any further he went to ground and set it up for 
Alice. Alice glanced up the blind-side, grabbed the ball and made a burst 
next to the touchline.

Players from the Westside team scrambled across to tackle Alice. She ran 
hard and fast until she was about to get tackled, then she popped a pass 
to Rugger, who was waiting on her inside.

“Go son!” yelled Rugger’s Mum as she watched her boy take off up the 
fi eld.
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Rugger cut back towards the middle of the fi eld, jumping over a player 
who had slipped because of Rugger’s sudden change of direction. He 
swerved and sidestepped his way close to the line, where he was tackled. 
William was fi rst there. He picked the ball up from the tackle situation and 
barged over for a try.

“What teamwork,” Rugger laughed as they all headed back to halfway. 
Beanie missed the conversion, so it was now 26 - 20.
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This time the 
kick-off didn’t 
go so well for 

Ruggerland 
Primary. 

Westside    
scooped up the 
ball and mauled 
their way up the 
fi eld and across 

the twenty-two line. Webb pushed with all his strength but the maul kept 
edging toward the line. Alice joined the maul and pushed to help the 
forwards, but to no avail.

Suddenly, a player broke from the maul and crashed over in Rugger’s 
tackle for a try.
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“Keep your heads up,” William said as they all headed behind the posts. 
“We’re not gone yet.”

The conversion went over and the score was now

27 - 26 to Westside school. The crowd was getting noisier and noisier as 
the game went on. Ruggerland Primary would move down the fi eld, then 
it was Westside’s turn. No one seemed to be getting any advantage over 
the other side.
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Westside’s fi rst fi ve-eighth put up a towering up-and-under. It was one of 
those kicks that seemed to have snow on top of it, as it went so high.

Down, down, down it came and William was under it. “Mine!” he yelled as 
he reached for the rapidly dropping rugby ball.

Oh no! It bounced off his head and right into the hands of Westside’s burly 
centre, who scored in the corner. Westside ran up to him to congratulate 
him for the try. The parents and teachers from Westside jumped for joy 
and the pupils starting chanting, “Westside, Westside, Westside!”
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Webb picked himself up from the ground and trudged back behind the 
posts with the others. “Sorry guys,” his voiced crackled as he spoke.

“Two minutes to play,” the ref called as the conversion missed.

“32 - 26,” Rugger thought as he jogged back to halfway. “We need some 
sort of miracle to get out on top of this one.”

As Ruggerland Primary kicked off again, they all chased frantically, 
knowing  that time was running out and they needed a converted try to 
win the match.
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The ball bobbled around the ground until Webb landed on it and set it up 
for his forwards. A maul was formed and this time it was Ruggerland’s 
turn to go up the fi eld. Centimetre by centimetre the maul edged forward 
as the clock ticked by past fulltime. Rugger could see that this was not 
working so he yelled, “Get it out now, and give the ball to the backs.”

Alice got her hands on it and spiralled a beautiful pass out to Rugger. He 
ran straight for the line but could see too many Westside defenders so he 
looked for support. He turned and passed to William who drove up a few 
more metres.
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The crowd was yelling and screaming. 

“Go son,” Rugger’s Mum could be heard yelling over the din.

William went to ground to set it up for his team-mates. Alice got the ball 
again and made a huge pass to Webb who was fl ying down the fi eld. He 
smashed through a couple of players and crossed the line with a splendid 
dive for a try. Now it was Ruggerland Primary’s turn to go nuts. They hugged 
each other and leapt for joy.
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The score was now 32 - 31. The conversion was yet 
to come. Then, as if a blanket of silence had fallen 
over everybody, Rugger marched back to take the 
conversion. It wasn’t an easy kick as it was close to 
the sideline. Rugger placed the ball carefully on the 
tee and lined the ball up with the posts. He took a 
big breath and said over and over to himself, “Head 
down, follow through. Head down, follow through.”

He ran slowly toward the ball, placed his foot next to 
the ball and kicked the ball with his other foot. The 
ball sailed high and true. Over and over it turned as 
it headed toward the post. “CLUNK!” It hit the cross-
bar, went straight up into the air and as it fell it went ... 
over the crossbar. They had won the game 33 - 32.
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All the players ran toward Rugger and jumped on top of him with joy. 
Parents, teachers and pupils ran toward the pile of Ruggerbees embracing 
their kicker.

The headmaster made his way through the crowd and gave to Rugger, who 
was being carried on top of Webb and William’s shoulders, the Ruggerland 
School Rugby Trophy.

Rugger looked at the sparkling gold 
trophy, gave it a kiss and raised it in 
the air. The crowd roared again to 
celebrate the new Ruggerland School 

rugby champions.

THE END
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A crowd had assembled in front of the school noticeboard. Everyone 
was full of excitement and the chatter of all the little Ruggerbees was 
deafening. Alice came fl ying out of the huddle with her arms waving in the 
air shouting, “We have to enter, we have to enter!”

Rugger said, “What’s this all about Alice? What’s the big commotion for?”
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Alice was still puffi ng with excitement. “There is going to be a Terrifi c Trolley 
Derby up on the mountain slopes and the winner gets a new Fizzlestix 
Game consol.”

‘Oh my goodness!” exclaimed Webb. “They are  
just the bomb! I have got to enter this race.”

“I love Fizzlestix games,” William added.
“I played Ruggerbee 
2000 last week 
and I just went 
off!”
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“So, what is this 
Terrifi c Trolley Derby 
all about Alice? What 

do you have to do?” 
Rugger asked, trying 
to act as if he wasn’t 
too excited about the 
new consol.

“You have to build a trolley and race it down Minty Mountain. The person 
who crosses the line at the bottom fi rst, wins the Fizzlestix Game Consol,” 
Alice said in a very fast voice.

“Let’s do this together,” Rugger suggested. “If we all pitch in we could 
make a pretty cool trolley by next week.”

The Ruggerbees discussed the issue further and went away to see what 
they could fi nd to help make their trolley for the derby.
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A couple of days later they all met again at William’s house to see what 
they had found. William had found some wood from old boxes; Alice had 
some red paint and a brush and Rugger had some rope and bolts. As for 
Webb, well, he found his way to William’s house.

“We haven’t got any wheel or axles,” Rugger exclaimed. “They are the 
most important item.”

Webb suddenly shot off out the gate and yelled, “I’ll be back soon. I know 
where we can get some.”
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The team started to build their trolley. William hammered his bits of wood 
together to make a trolley shape and, as he fi nished, Alice gave them a 
good lick of paint. Rugger was busy making the steering wheel out of 
rope, a big bolt and some pieces of wood.

Before too long they had created a structure that was sort of looking like 
a trolley.

“Found some!” They all turned around and there was Webb with four motor 
mower wheels and axles.

“Good work Webb,” they all chanted at the same time.
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They all helped on the last piece of work, which was nailing the axles on 
the trolley and putting the wheel on.

“What a beauty!” Rugger whispered.

“It’s a beast,” Webb added.

“It’s the bomb,” said William.

“No,” Alice declared, then yelled, “IT IS 
A BOMB!”

They all laughed at their funny 
looking red trolley but, at 

the same time, they 
were all very proud 

of their efforts.
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“Let’s call it The Bomb then,” Rugger suggested.

They laughed some more, and then agreed. Their trolley that was to 
be entered in the Terrifi c Trolley Derby was to be known as The Bomb. 
They found some more paint and wrote “THE BOMB” on the back of the 
trolley.

On the day of the trolley derby all the teams gathered at the top of Minty 
Mountain. It was a place of much banter as teams talked about their own 
trolleys and the ones that they hadn’t seen before.
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There were red ones, yellow ones, and black, blue, purple and green ones. 
There were big ones, small ones, fat ones and skinny ones. Some had 
wings on, some had tails on and some even had frills on them.

“Looks like everyone wants to win the Fizzlestix Game Consol,” Webb 
said quietly. “I didn’t think that all these Ruggerbees would enter.”

The chatter was interrupted by a loud public address system. 
“Ruggerbees of all ages. Welcome to the inaugural Terrifi c Trolley 
Derby. Can the drivers please assemble with their trolleys at the starting 
line?” Rugger and his friends looked toward each other and  
simultaneously yelled, “DRIVER?”
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“We don’t know who the driver is,” Webb said in a high-pitched voice.

“Let’s decide by playing Paper, Rocks and Scissors,” Alice suggested.

“Agreed,” the three boys said.

After a couple of turns it was down to Alice and Rugger. “One, two three.....” 
Rugger’s fi st was a rock and Alice’s fi st was scissors. That made Rugger 
the winner and he got to be the driver.
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At the start line, all the trolleys lined up in a long row, facing downhill to the 
fi nish line. Rugger’s stomach was doing somersaults as he looked at the 
other trolleys. How was he going to win this race? What made his trolley 
better than the others?

His thoughts were broken when the starter called, “On ya marks. Get set.” 
He took a big breath as he looked at the steep drop below. There were 
a lot of windy turns and trees on the course. Driving in this race wasn’t 
going to be easy.

“GO!” yelled the starter as he dropped his fl ag.
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All the drivers lifted their feet off the ground and soon all trolleys were 
heading down the mountain.

Dust fl ew everywhere and the speed that the trolleys were going even 
surprised Rugger. He was concentrating really hard on keeping ‘The Bomb

,
 

on the course as other drivers sped alongside.

Back at the top of the mountain, Alice and the others began their descent, 
running as fast as they could to get to the bottom.

“Do you think we should have test-driven the trolley before today?” Webb 
panted.

Alice and William looked at 
each other as they raced 

past some slower 
Ruggerbees. “Test 

rides?” they both 
said. “Oh no!”
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Meanwhile, on the course, Rugger was doing really well. The Bomb fl ew 
around corners, whizzed in-between trees, and glided along the dusty 
tracks.

There were about four trolleys next to him and no one in front. Just then, 
Bubbabee Ruggerbee’s trolley skidded off to the right, hit a rock and 
tumbled to a stop.
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“Now there are three,” Rugger thought.

The trolleys continued to rattle and shake down the mountain, until fi nally 
the drivers could see the fi nish line. All three lent forward to give their 
trolleys some more speed. Closer and closer they got to the line. They 
could hear the cheers of the crowd as they saw the chequered fl ag get 
raised. It was going to be close. It was going to be tight. It was going 
to be......... a win to Beanie Ruggerbee, Rugger was second and Sagger 
third.
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The Bomb slowly came to a halt a little past the 
fi nish line. Rugger looked up to Alice, William 

and Webb. “Sorry guys, I didn’t quite make 
it.”

“You are wrong Rugger,” Alice 
replied. “We all made it and it 

was fun doing it.”

On the way home, the 
friends stopped at 

Webb’s house for a cold 
drink of lemonade.

Webb’s Dad asked, 
“How did it all 

go?”

“We had a great 
day,” Rugger 
responded. 
“We came 

second.”
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“Well done all of you,” Webb’s Dad said. “Now go have a biscuit out of the 
tin as I go and mow my lawns. It’s my time to do some hard work.”

As Webb’s Dad left, Webb whispered, “I think we should all grab a biscuit 
and go quickly around to Alice’s place.”

The four friends made an unexpected departure from Webb’s kitchen. 
“Why are we running Webb?” asked William.

“Guess where I got the wheels from for our trolley?”

As the four Ruggerbees ran to Alice’s place, way, way in the distance you 
 could hear a distance voice yelling, “Webb.....Webb.....
 WEBBBB, where  are my mower’s wheels?”

THE END
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